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The No-Analog Future
When shifting paradigms always remember to 

depress the clutch…

• Abandon historical ranges of variation as strict
guides for management and restoration

• Facing the no-analog future: considering future
ranges of variation

• Closely examine term “Natural” fire regime



Paradigm Shift



No-Analog Future



Unprecedented Rates of Change



Sea Level Rise



Unprecedented Landscapes



Fragmentation



Introduced Species

• Pests
• Diseases



Welcome to the Anthropocene!

Zalasiewicz J, Williams M, Smith A, Barry TL, Coe AL, et al. 
(2008) Are we now living in the Anthropocene? GSA Today: 
Vol. 18, No. 2 pp. 4–8 



Historical as Natural

• What is a natural fire regime?



Natural Fire

• Lightning ignitions (or volcanoes or meteorites)



Is human fire use unnatural?



Homo erectus 
Evidence of controlled use of fire 1.7 million years 

ago (700,000 years ago undisputed)



Human fire use in North America

• Clovis Culture: 13,000 years old
– Pre-Clovis: 15,000 years old



Extensive wildland fire use by subsequent cultures



Continued by European colonists



“Natural” Fire

• At what point did human fire use become 
unnatural?



What point in the past should serve 
as our reference condition?



If it’s pre-human then we must look 
back to the Pleistocene



The Anthropogenic Fire Regime is 
the Natural Fire Regime



“Unnatural” Fire
What is it about the recent historical landscape that is 

undesirable?

Abaco Old Growth
1950’s

Dade Old Growth
1890’s



Human Ignitions

• What proof is there that non-lightning 
season ignitions are detrimental?

– How do we define detrimental?



What we know for sure…

• Pine rocklands are fire dependent

• Fuel accumulations rates are rapid

• The landscape is fragmented

• The landscape has people in it



Impact of constraining the fire 
season

• Ecological Effects: poorly understood
– Conflicting results to date, few long term studies

• Pragmatic Effects: well understood
– Narrow prescription windows means less fire 

applied
• Reduced fire frequency

– Fuel accumulation
– Loss of herbaceous plant diversity
– Alternative stable states

• Operational impacts
– Predictability of fire weather
– Smoke management
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The word “natural” is a poorly defined and 
diffuse management target

1. existing in or formed by nature (opposed to artificial): a natural bridge.  
2. based on the state of things in nature; constituted by nature: Growth is a natural process.  
3. of or pertaining to nature or the universe: natural beauty.  
4. of, pertaining to, or occupied with the study of natural science: conducting natural experiments.  
5. in a state of nature; uncultivated, as land.  
6. growing spontaneously, without being planted or tended by human hand, as vegetation.  
7. having undergone little or no processing and containing no chemical additives: natural food; natural ingredients. Compare organic (def. 11).  
8. having a real or physical existence, as opposed to one that is spiritual, intellectual, fictitious, etc.  
9. of, pertaining to, or proper to the nature or essential constitution: natural ability.  
10. proper to the circumstances of the case: a natural result of his greed.  
11. free from affectation or constraint: a natural manner.  
12. arising easily or spontaneously: a natural courtesy to strangers.  
13. consonant with the nature or character of.  
14. in accordance with the nature of things: It was natural that he should hit back.  
15. based upon the innate moral feeling of humankind: natural justice.  
16. in conformity with the ordinary course of nature; not unusual or exceptional.  
17. happening in the ordinary or usual course of things, without the intervention of accident, violence, etc.  
18. related only by birth; of no legal relationship; illegitimate: a natural son.  
19. related by blood rather than by adoption.  
20. based on what is learned from nature rather than on revelation.  
21. true to or closely imitating nature: a natural representation.  
22. unenlightened or unregenerate: the natural man.  
23. being such by nature; born such: a natural fool.  

Natural Management

The “natural” fire regime is an anthropogenic fire regime



Future Ranges of Variation
• Management by objective:

– Maximize biodiversity, minimize wildfire risk, aesthetics, pine 
regeneration?

• Pragmatism:
– Burn in any season as a hedge against various tradeoffs

• Frequency trumps seasonality
– Managers:

• Keep burns variable, monitor and adapt

• Knowledge gaps
• Decouple burn severity from seasonality

– Make valid comparisons (not arson vs prescribed fire)
• Understand tradeoffs among fire effects on recruitment, mortality and 

phenology



A more sophisticated management 
philosophy will be required…


